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SUMMARY 
Glass jars fitted with various types of closures were processed in a 
pressure cooker equipped with a porthole. The jars were connected 
to compound gauges for measuring internal jar pressures. Water and 
three cooked vegetables were used as jar contents. Tests were per-
formed to determine the effect of the following factors upon the loss 
of liquid from jars: cooker pressure, jar size, jar contents, headspace 
above contents in jars, type of closure and seal, and sealing torque. 
Physical conditions involved in the loss of liquid from jars were studied 
by determining temperature, pressure and time relationships during a 
complete processing period for a pint jar sealed with a two-piece 
closure. 
The results may be summarized as follows : 
1. Conditions that allow excessive liquid to be expelled from the 
jar are (a) no headspace or insufficient headspace in terms of jar size 
to allow for expansion of jar contents, (b) unsealed jars, in particular 
those with zinc and three-piece closures, (c) sealed jars with a low 
differential pressure, (d) two-piece closures with insufficient stiffness 
in the closure band, allowing venting at a low differential pressure, 
(e) two-piece closures with a loose seal, in particular closures with in-
sufficient band stiffness, and (f) a fluctuating cooker pressure which 
would accentuate the above conditions. 
2. Conditions that reduce liquid loss to a negligible amount are 
(a) sufficient headspace to allow for the expansion of jar contents, in 
particular at least 35-ml. headspace for pint jars and 70-ml. headspace 
for quart jars, (b) tightly sealed jars, in particular two-piece closures 
having a stiff band that clamps the lid with sufficient force to maintain 
a differential pressure of 5.0 psi or more, and (c) minimum friction 
between the band and the jar threads so tight lid clamping will result. 
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HOME CANNERS and extension home economists h ave inquired fre-
quently why much liquid is sometimes lost from glass jars of food 
processed in the pressure cooker. At an extension service Home Can-
ning R esearch Conference held at Kansas City, December, 1946, state 
extension agents requested research on this home cann ing problem, 
because no published reports were ava ilable. 
This bulle tin is a report of experiments with glass jars processed 
in a pressure cooker to determine (1) conditions tha t a llow much liquid 
to be expelled from jars, (2) conditions that reduce liquid loss to a 
negligible amount, and (3) the phys ical conditions involved in the loss 
of liquid from jars. Liquid loss was considered to depend possibly 
upon some or all of the following factors encountered in home can-
ning: cooker pressure, jar size, jar contents, headspace above contents 
in jars, typ e of closure and seal. and sealing torque. Experiments 
were designed to vary these factors in order to obtain informa tion on 
liquid loss. 
APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT 
The processing equipment and gauges used for m easuring cooker 
and jar pressures are shown in figure I. A standard 18-quart pressure 
cooker was fitted with a glass porthole through which action occurring 
within the cooker could be observed. The interior of the cooker was 
illuminated with a spotlight. The cooker and two jars were connected 
b y ¼-inch copper tubing to the compound gauges shown on the board. 
The calibration of these gauges was checked over a range of 0-27 psi 
pressure and 0-27 inches of mercury vacuum with a m ercury manom-
eter, and su itable correction was made on gauge r eadings where n eces-
sary. Pressure connections from the jars to the gauges are shown in 
figure 2. 
The method of attaching the copper tubing to the jar is shown in 
figure 3. Also shown in this figure is the thermocouple packi ng nut 
1 Associate Home Econom ist, Housing and Eq uipm ent. 
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FIGURE !.-Process ing equipment and ga uges used for measuring cooker and ja r pres-
sures. The observation porthole is shown on th e front of the cooker. 
a ttached to the lid of the middle jar. The design of this packing nut 
was furnished by Katherine Taube who used such a nut in canning 
studies at the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics.2 
Temperatures within the cooker and jars were m easured with thermo-
couples made of number 28 gauge enamel-covered copper-constantan 
wires or enamel-covered iron-constantan wires. The couples were con-
nected to a L eeds and Northrup Precision Portable Potentiometer and 
cold junctions were immersed in a m elting ice bath. 
2 Home Canning Processes for Low-A cid Foods. Technical Bulletin 930, BHNHE, 
USDA , November , 1946. 
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FI GURE 2.-V iew looking into th e cooker showing m e thod of connecting the jars to 
the ga uges. 
Jars were sealed with a torque wrench calibrated in 10 inch-pound 
intervals over a range Oto 100 inch-pounds. The torque wrench with 
the steel chuck that fitted the jar bands is shown in figures 4 and 5. 
The profile of the jar rim was measured by inserting a feeler gauge 
between the jar rim and a piece of plate glass, as shown in figure 6. 
All tests were made in glass jars sealed with four typ es of closures: 
(1) two-piece closures (metal top with affixed sealing compound and 
m etal band), (2) zinc lids with rubber gaskets, (3) three-piece closure 
(glass top, rubber gasket and metal band), and (4) lightning type or 
E-Z seal glass lids. Examples of jars and types of closures are shown 
in fi gure 7. 
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FIGURE 3.- Pint Mason jars showin g method of connec ting copper tubing to jars.
The jar on th e left shows the location of the hole for attaching the tu be conn ec-
tion. Middle jar shows tube conn ec tor in place. A tig·h t sea l is made by an 
expanding rubber washer. The th ermoco uple pa ckin g nut is shown conn ected lo 
the lid of thi s jar. T he jar on the ri ght shows th e com p le ted assembly read y for 
conn ect ing to the compound gauge.
FIGURE 4.- nonon, view of torque wrench and chuck.
The pressure cooker was hea ted b y a gas flam e. To facilitate gas 
adjustments to the burner an extension ending in a poin ter was made 
to the gascock h andle. T he a rc through wh ich the pointer sw un g was 
ca li brated in 5-d egree inte rval s so that definite and reproducible gas 
input settings could be made. 
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FI GU RE 5.-Torque w rench a nd chu ck attached to a two-piece closure ready for 
sea ling. 
_-:., ... 
FI GURE 6.-Measuring profile of a ja r rim with a feeler ga uge and plate glass. 
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FtGURE 7.- T ypes o f closures used in the tests. F rom left to r igh t the closu res are : 
(1) zinc lid and rubber gaske t , (2) two-p iece closure (metal band and me ta l lid), 
(3) three-piece closure (me ta l band, g lass lid and rubber gaske t), (4) E -Z seal (glass 
lid and rubber gaske t). 
EXPERIMENT AL PROCEDURE 
Although no individual tes t was typical of th e experimen ts con-
ducted because the fa ctors tha t might affect liquid loss were no t always 
varied in the same order, there was a certain similarity in tes t p ro-
cedure as fin ally develop ed. H ence one test is cited as an example to 
indicate the m ethod. · 
F ive pin t ja rs were fill ed w ith approx ima tely equal weigh ts of 
cooked green beans to within 2.5 cm. o f the jar rim and liq uid was 
added to within 1.3 cm. o f the jar rim. T he jars were sealed with 
two-piece closures a t 40 inch -pound torque and then the ja rs and con -
tents were weighed to within l gr am. The jars were placed in the 
cooker as shown in figure 2, gauge connections were made, one quart 
o f wa ter was poured in to the cooker, and the cooker lid was locked in 
place. During the preheat p eriod the gas fl ame was opera ted at full 
capacity. After about 23 minutes o f h eating, the cooker began to ven t 
live steam . Venting was con t inued for seven minutes, then the venting 
va lve was closed and the cooker was raised to JO psi pressure.3 A t thi s 
"All p ressures listed in this report are gauge pressures. 
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stage the gas flam e was adjusted to maintain the cooker pressure at 
IO ± 0.5 psi , which was considered to be a steady cooker pressure. 
After processing for 40 minutes the gas was turned off. When the 
cooker had cooled naturally until the cooker pressure became equal 
to atmospheric pressure, the cooker lid was removed. The jars were 
allowed to cool to room temperature, final vacuum readings were 
taken, the jars were weighed and opened, and h eadspace was meas-
ured. Data recorded during the test concerned time, cooker pressure, 
jar pressure, final vacuum, initial and final jar content temperatures, 
room temperature, and bubble action or observable jar venting. 
Using the above procedure, the factors that might affect liquid loss 
were varied in the following manner. Cooher pressure was kept steady 
or was purposely fluctu a ted e ither by natural cooling or by forced 
cooling with a fan. jar size was varied by using pint and quart round 
and square Mason jars and pint E-Z seal jars. Jar content was varied 
by using water, green beans, diced b ee ts and diced carrots separately 
or in combination. Much of the developmental work and tests to 
check calculated values were performed with water as the test sub-
stance. Jar headspace was adjusted at O ml., 35 ml., and 70 ml., r e-
spectively, by m easuring distances of O cm., 1.3 cm., and 2.5 cm. from 
a straight edge across the jar rim to the surface of the liquid. T ypes 
of closure and seal consisted of four brands of two-piece closures, one 
three-piece closure, one E-Z seal closure and one brand of zinc lids. 
The lids for the two-piece closures had a sealing compound around the 
inn er edge of the lid. All other closures used a rubber gasket for 
securing a tight seal. The characteristics and designations of these 
closures are listed in table l. Sealing torque was regulated with the 
torque wrench at five values: 0, 20, 30, 35, and 40 inch-pounds. During 
the first seri es of experiments, jars with two-piece closures were se_aled 
tightly b y hand since the chuck for the torque wrench had not been 
received . Subsequent seal-breaking tests showed that 35 inch-pounds 
was average torque for hand sealing. This is the value to which most 
home canners would tightly seal the jars b y h and. 
As an aid to studying the m echanism of liquid loss, several time-
temperature-pressure tests were made with a pint jar containing water 
and sealed with a two-piece closure. For all but one tes t the thermo-
couple in the jar was. run through the packing nut shown in figure 3, 
but this me thod did not make a pressure-tight connection with the 
small-size thermocouple used. To eliminate this trouble an iron-
constantan couple running through a packing nut in the cooker lid 
was inserted in a small-diameter copper tube with a sealed end midway 
in the jar. The copper tubing soldered to the m etal lid made a leak-
proof connection and with all other pressure connections tight, pres- . 
sure loss would have to be due to venting of the closure. A second 
TABLE 1.-Designations and characteristics of closures used in the tests . 
Weights 
Designation Type Component parts 
I 
Lid 
Band I Without Complete sealing c.omoound 
grams grarns gram.s 
A Twop;ece ) 11.2 8.7 7.3 
Metal band and l id 
B Two-piece with self-contained 10.4 7.9 6.7 
sea ling compound 
C Two-piece 9.0 7.8 6.8 
D Two-p iece Same as above· ex- · 
cept lid has a self-
seal ing vent 
E E-Z seal Glass lid and rub-
ber gasket 
F Zinc Zinc lid and rub-
ber gasket 
G T hree-piece Metal ba n d, glass 
l i d and rubber 
gasket 
Thickness of lid 
I 
With Without 
enamel enamel 
cm. cm. 
.023 1 .0220 
.0203 .0 195 
.0203 .0 198 
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0 
z 
"' 
"' 
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couple running through the cooker lid packing nut was used to meas-
ure cooker temperature. The jar was filled to within 1.3 cm. of the 
rim with 438 grams of previously boiled distilled water. Since the 
thermocouple connection in the lid prevented the use of the torque 
wrench, the band was tightened by hand to approximately 40 inch-
pound torque. Before processing, all jar connections were closely 
checked for leaks. 
FACTORS AFFECTING LIQUID LOSS 
Two methods of attacking the liquid loss problem were considered: 
( 1) learning the conditions that cause a large loss of liquid and pro-
ceeding to negligible loss and (2) obtaining the conditions of negligible 
liquid loss and proceeding to conditions of large loss. As used here, 
liquid loss was considered large when approximately 35 ml. or more 
of liquid was expelled from the jar, and negligible when 13 ml. or 
less of liquid was expelled from the jar. The procedure followed was 
to find the conditions for negligible liquid loss and then vary condi-
tions until excessive losses were obtained. 
Exploratory tests were conducted to learn if any factors that might 
cause liquid loss could be eliminated. The results of tests on 100 jars 
are listed in table 2. In this table liquid loss is denoted by the distance 
in centimeters between the final and initial liquid surfaces. A con-
TABLE 2.-Liquid loss in relation to closure and headspace for pint jars tightly sealed 
by hand at approximately 35 inch-pound torque for closures A, B, C, and D, bail 
down for closure E and unsealed jars for elosure F, processed at steady and fiuc-
tuating cooker pressure. 
Band I Contents I Sealing I 
Initial Cooker Liquid loss Lid head-
condition space pressure Average Maximum Minimum 
ml. cm. cm. cm. 
A A water tight 35 stead y 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B B beans tight 35 steady 2.46 4.44 0.00 
C C water tight 35 stead y 0.16 1.59 0.00 
C C beans tight 35 steady 4.44 4.60 4.30 
A A water tight 35 Auctuating 0.16 0.32 0.00 
D D water tight 35 Auctuating 0.95 1.27 0.63 
A A beans tight 0 steady 3.49 3.49 3.49 
B B beans tight 0 steady 2.22 3.20 0.95 
C C water tight 0 steady 1.59 1.90 1.43 
C C beans tight 0 steady 4.92 4.44 0.47 
E water bail down 35 steady 0.63 2.22 0.00 
E ,vater bail down 0 steady 1.59 3.81 0.63 
F water * 35 steady 0.47 0.71 0.32 
F water * 35 Auctuating 0.95 1.90 0.32 
F water ** 35 steady 0.63 , 0.95 0.32 
F beets ** 35 steady 2.38 2.86 2.06 
F water ** 35 Auctuating 1.27 2.38 0.47 
• Lid turned back ¼ inch from tight seal. 
• • Lid turned back ¼ turn from tight seal. 
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ception of the volume of liquid lost can be had by comparing this 
distance with 1.3 cm., which represents a volume of 35 ml. in the n eck 
of the jar. 
As shown by these data, fluctuating cooker pressure had no more 
effect than steady cooker pressure on liquid loss from tightly sealed 
jars with two-piece closures. It should be noted for closure A that ten 
jars at fluctuating cooker pressure are compared with four jars at 
steady pressure . Similar results were obtained for another two-piece 
closure, but because the data were not complete they are not included 
in this report. However, for unsealed jars liquid loss was greater for 
fluctuating cooker pressure than for steady cooker pressure. These 
results were similar to those found by Esselen and Fellers.4 ' Of more 
value to this study was the effect the data showed when food was used 
in the jar, the liquid loss being considerably greater than when water 
was used. Foods were therefore chosen as the jar contents in further 
tests. 
Commercially canned green beans, diced beets and carrots were 
used as test foods. Since fresh vegetables would be precooked before 
processing, it was felt that canned food could be used to simulate pre-
cooked fresh vegetables. 
According to table 2, liquid loss was greatest for no headspace and 
least for 35 ml. headspace. A simple calculation, in terms of the ex-
pansion of water, shows tha t when a pint jar is filled with water at 
70 ° F. and heated to 250° F ., approximately 26.5 ml. of water will 
overflow from the jar. Likewise, for a quart jar filled at 70 ° F., 
53.7 ml. will overflow. Translated to inches of h eadspace, this means 
tha t pint jars should have a ¾ -inch h eadspace and quart jars a ¼-inch 
h eadspace at 70° F. for the water to expand just to the rim of the jar 
when h eated to 250 ° F. 
Since the tes ts here in reported were started at room temperature, a 
headspace of 35 ml. was chosen for pint jars and 70-ml. headspace was 
allowed for quart jars so that liquid would not be forced over the rim 
of the jar by liquid expansion alone. Thus it is seen that in terms of 
liquid loss, jar size is related to headspace. 
Even under actual canning conditions where the food and liquid 
are initially hot, the above headspaces should probably be used because 
of the increased expansion observed for food. E-Z seal jars were used 
especially to observe the expansion of the jar contents during process-
ing. The jars were packed in the same manner as other pint jars with 
35-ml. headspace, and the glass lid was clamped to the jar. The advan-
tage of using the E-Z seal jar was the visibility of the food and liquid 
'Effect of Different Processing Procedures on Venting and Loss of Liquid from 
Home Canning J a rs . W. B. Esselen, Jr. and C. R. Fellers. Food Technology, 1948, 
Vol 2, No. 3. 
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as it expanded to the rim of the jar and in some cases to within the 
lid itself. The greatest expansion occurred after the cooker had 
reached its maximum temperature and had begun to cool. However, 
in terms of actual expansion, values can be given only for water where 
the expansion could be calculated. 
As the search proceeded for a closure-torque-headspace combination 
that would give negligible liquid loss, it became apparent that closure 
A met the conditions. For all of the two-piece closures used in the 
experiments, the liquid loss was negligible or small for pint jars with a 
70-ml. h eadspace and sealed at 40 inch-pound torque. However, with 
a 35-ml. headspace and sealed at 40 inch-pound torque, closure A re-
peatedly gave a .negligible liquid loss, whereas closures B and C showed 
increasing losses, respectively. U nsealed jars with zinc lids were elimi-
nated from consideration because liquid loss would be large. Although 
data for three-piece closures are not listed, results for the tes ts made 
with them were the same as for zinc lids. Three-piece closures should 
not be sealed during processing. 
The combination closure A, 40 inch-pound torque, 35 ml.-headspace 
was chosen as the standard for comparing liquid loss from pint jars. 
The results for 70-ml. and 35-ml. h eadspaces, 40 inch-pound seal, are 
shown in tables 3 and 4. It should be noted from these tables that in 
all cases except one the liquid loss was minimum for band A when 
used with lids A, B, or C, but for band B the results were erratic 
(sometimes the loss was small and sometimes relatively large), and 
losses were greatest consistently for band C. Possible reasons for this 
are discussed under R elation of Sealing Torque to Jar Pressure. 
The relation between 30 and 20 inch-pound sealing torque and 
liquid loss for pint jars is shown in table 5. According to this table, 
TABLE 3.-Liquid loss and vacuum in relation to closure for pint jars w ith 70-rnl. 
headspace; sealed with 40 inch-jJound torque and processed at steady cooker 
pressure. 
I I 
Liquid loss I Average Lid Band Conten ts 
Average ·J ·Max imum I :Minimum vacuum 
ml. ml. ml. in.Hg. 
A A Beans, Beets, Carrots 2.6 12.0 0.0 21.8 
B B Beans 2.5 2.5 2.5 22.7 
C C Beans 13.3 28.5 1.5 26.7 
D D Beans 9.0 10.0 8.0 26.7 
A B Beets, Carrots 22.0 44.5 2.0 * 
A C Beets, Carrots 11.3 21.8 2.5 26.2 
B A Beets 4.7 4.8 4.6 17.8 
B C Beets 5.7 6.5 5.0 25.7 
C A Beets, Carrots 1.9 3.2 0.0 23.9 
C B Beets 5.7 8.8 2.7 25.3 
• Leak in jar seals. 
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TABLE 4.-Liquid loss and vacuum in relation to closure for pint jars with 35-rnl. 
headspace; sealed with 40 inch-pound torque and processed at steady cooker 
pressure. 
I I 
Liquid loss 
Minimum I Average Lid Band Contents Average [ :Maximum [ vacuum 
ml. ml. ml. in. Hg. 
A A Beans, Beets, Carrots 4.6 16 .4 0.0 2 1.9 
· B B Beans 13.0 39.0 0.0 22.6 
C C Beans 29.0 59.2 10.5 26.0 
D D Beans 18.6 30.6 5.6 25.6 
A B Beets, Carrots 35.2 69.2 26. I 23.9 
A C Beets, Carrots 28.9 49.2 3.0 25.2 
B A Beets 6 .9 12.0 3.4 2 1.2 
B C Beets 25.3 36.6 9.7 24.3 
C A Beets, Carrots 17.2 41.l 1.0 24.1 
C B Beets 16. l 26.7 8.8 24.0 
TABLE 5.-Liquid loss and vacuum in relation to closure, headspace and sealing 
torque for pint iars processed at steady cooker pressure. 
I Band I Sealing Initial I Average 
Liqu id loss Average Lid Contents head-
Maximum[ Minimum torqu e space vacuum 
in.-lb. ml. 1nl. ml. ml. in. Hg. 
A A Beans 30 70 12.7 15.5 10.0 26.0 
B B Beets 30 70 6.5 9.8 3.2 23.9 
C C Beets 30 70 IO.I 17.2 3.0 26.6 
A A Beets 20 70 1.9 3.4 0.4 2 1.0 
B B Beets 20 70 2.2 2.3 2.1 23.l 
C C Beets 20 70 29.5 30.7 28.3 26.4 
A A Bea ns 30 35 16.6 35.2 0.0 24.0 
B B Beans, Beets 30 35 11.0 17.2 5.0 22.7 
C C Beets 30 35 46.2 48.6 43.8 26.6 
A A Beets 20 35 16.9 32.8 2.4 22.8 
B B Bee ts 20 35 29.6 38.8 14.0 25.3 
C C Beets 20 35 56.2 73.0 43.2 25.9 
TABLE 6.-Liquid loss and vacuum in relation to closure, 
torque for quart jars processed at steady cooker pressure. 
headspace and sealing 
I Band Scaling Initial Liquid loss Average Lid Contents head-torque space Average Maximum Minimum vacuum 
in.-lb. ml. ml. ml. ml. in.Hg. 
A A Beans, Carrots 40 115 3.7 5.0 2.5 23.6 
B B Beans, Carrots 10 I 15 9.3 13.5 5.2 20.6 
C C Beans, Carrots 40 115 36.1 40.7 31.5 26.7 
A A Beans, Carrots 40 70 6.8 25.6 0.0 22.6 
B B Carrots 40 70 55.8 69.5 42. l 27.0 
C C Carrots 40 70 58.8 64.3 53.3 26.5 
A A Beans, Carro ts 20 70 8.6 14.7 5.4 24.4 
A A Carrots 40 35 42.0 55.4 25.6 19.0 
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as the sealing torque decreased the liquid loss increased, with the 
exception of closures A and B for the 70-ml. headspace where the 
liquid loss was greater for the 30 inch-pound seal. The explanation 
for this is given under the discussion of the effect of friction between 
the band and jar during sealing. Table 6 contains the results for 
quart jars and shows conditions similar to those for the pint jars. Only 
31 tests were made in this group so the results are not as dependable 
as those for the group of pint jars where 150 jars were processed. In 
all cases the tables are self-explanatory. 
Data pertaining to pressures attained in the jars during processing 
could not be included in tables 2 to 6 since these tables are for average 
values only. When considering liquid loss, it is the difference between
the jar pressure and the cooker pressure (differential pressure) that is 
TABLE 7.-Relation of liquid loss to differential pressure for pint jars with 70-ml. 
headspace. 
Average Liquid differential Lid Band Vacuum 
pressure Joss 
psi ml. in.Hg. 
40 inch-pound seal 
11.9 3.1 A A 19.9 
10.28 2.4 A A 21.2 
9.98 -1.6 B A 17.5 
9.14 12.0 A A 22.5 
7.32 1.7 A A 24.0 
7.28 2.9 A A 20.5 
6.69 0.0 A A 20.0 
6.57 12.0 A A 20.0 
6.40 1.2 A A 23.5 
6.24 2.0 A B 23.8 
5.78 0.0 C A 24.5 
5.47 1.3 A A 25.4 
4.75 0.5 A A 24.8 
4 .09 2.5 B B 25.0 
3.01 5.0 B C 25.5 
2.21 4 .2 A C 25.5 
2.20 2.6 C A 25.0 
1.41 2.7 C B 25.5 
1.31 9.7 A C 26.5 
1.06 1.5 C C 26.5 
.45 8.0 D D 26.8 
.09 21.8 A C 26.8 
-.23 44.5 B leak 
- .38 IS.I C C 26.6 
- .46 28.5 C C 27.5 
30 inch-pound seal 
.08 15.5 A A 26.0 
20 inch-pound seal 
4.06 3.4 A A 22.0 
2.39 2.3 B B 25.5 
-.51 30.7 C C 26.8 
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of interest rather than jar pressures alone, and the values obtained for 
the jars m easured are presented in tables 7 and 8 in a descending order 
of pressure magnitude. It is apparent that a considerable range of 
differential pressures existed for a 40 inch-pound seal and that the 
-differential pressure was greatest for closure A and least for closure C. 
Typical pressure-time relationships for pint jars sealed at 40 inch-
pound torque and processed at steady cooker pressure for closures A, 
B, and C, respectively, are shown in charts 1, 2, and 3. Jar venting is 
best shown by the differential pressure curves; it seemed to occur even 
before the cooker venting valve was closed and continued during the 
cooling period. Also it should be noted that even though jars were 
sealed to the same torque value,. initial venting did not occur at the 
TABLE 8,-Relation of liquid loss to differential pressure for pint jars with 35 -ml. 
headspace. 
Average Liquid differential Lid Band Vacuum 
pressure loss 
t1si ml. in . H g. 
40 inch-pound seal 
10.70 0 .0 A A 23.0 
10.65 12.2 A A 19.0 
9.73 12.6 A B 20.6 
9.20 0.4 A A 23.2 
8.87 12.0 B A 22.0 
8.56 0.4 A A 19.8 
8.46 3.5 A A 21.5 
7.38 1.5 A A 22.0 
6.25 26.l A B 21.8 
5.72 3.0 A A 20 .5 
3.47 16.0 A A 25.5 
3.42 15.2 C A 24.4 
3.30 13.0 A A 23.8 
2.00 38.6 A C 25.2 
1.40 31.7 A C 26.0 
1.34 36.6 B C 25.5 
1.23 26.7 C B 24.4 
.92 26.8 A B 24.7 
.80 19.5 D D 25.5 
.77 41.1 C A 25 .0 
.73 39.0 B B 25.5 
.26 28.0 C C 25.5 
.15 31.8 C C 26.0 
.04 43.4 A C 25.8 
30 inch-pound seal 
2.58 10.8 B B 24.2 
-.48 35.2 A A 25.0 
-.59 46.2 C C 26.6 
20 inch-pound seal 
4.61 15.4 A A 22.5 
-.70 52.5 C C 25.2 
-.01 38.8 B B 26.I 
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sea led at 40 inch -pou nd torque with closure A. Stead y cooker pressure. 
same pressure. Graphs for fluctuating cooker pressure are shown in
charts 4 and 5. Cooling by ordinary convection of the a ir around the 
cooker was not rapid enough to produce large fluctuating cooker pres-
sures so a fan was used to produce forced convection of air around the 
cooker. Although there is a similarity between the curves for steady 
and fluctuating pressures, the graphs show that there was a steady de-
crease in jar pressure as processing continued . Further it should be 
noted that in these graphs the peaks and valleys of the differential 
pressure curve do not follow the peaks and valleys of the cooker and 
jar pressure curves, and that there is a smaller differential pressure for 
the 20 inch-pound seal than for the 40 inch-pound seal. 
Althou gh the measurement of final vacuum was not associa ted with 
liquid loss, the values obtained are presen ted for factual information. 
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The values listed show that very good seals r esulted, indicating that 
good jar venting took place during processing. 
Closer inspection of these data reveals several unanswered problems. 
Why in table 5 were the liquid losses greater for closures A and B 
with 70-ml. headspace at 30 inch-pound seal than a t 20 inch-pound 
seal? This r esult seems contrary to what might be expected , namely 
that the liquid loss would vary in proportion to the tightn ess of lid 
seal. W as there an actual jar venting before the cooker venting valve 
was closed or was the initial drop in differential pressure due to a 
temperature lag of the jar contents with respect to the cooker tempera-
ture? Although the pressure-time curves in charts 1, 2, and 3 seem to 
indica te that venting did occur early in the heating period, further 
exp erimentation is n eeded to de termine the temperature-pressure-time 
conditions at which jar venting was first produced. 
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RELAT ION OF SEALING TORQUE TO JAR PRESSURE 
To study the relation of sealing torque to jar pressures, a pint jar 
was connected by a ¼-inch copper tube· to a compressed-air tank 
equipped with an inspector's test gauge for measuring pressure. The 
rim of this jar had a 0.003-inch depression for an arc subtending an 
angle of about 85 degrees. To prevent slipping during sealing, the 
jar was h eld in a wooden chuck. The jar was sealed with a two-piece 
closure by using the torque wrench. After sealing, the jar was sub-
m erged in a container of water to observe venting. Compressed air 
was allowed to enter the jar slowly and when the first venting occurred, 
the pressure was noted and the compressed air valve was closed. J ar 
pressure was observed until venting ceased and this pressure was taken 
as the minimum pressure for the resp ective closure and sealing torque. 
After th e first three tests it was apparent that even though the closure 
was sealed with a torque wrench, it did not n ecessarily follow that the 
band alwaysheld the lid with the same force. Friction between the 
metal band a nd the glass thread was not always the same. This was 
further shown by the breaking torque values obtained and the use of 
grease on the band for sealing. . The results of these tests are shown 
in table 9. It is evident from a consideration of these data that the 
liquid loss was greater for the 30 inch-pound seal in table 5 than for 
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the 20 inch-pound seal because the friction between the band and jar 
prevented the lid from being sealed tightly. These data also show 
why the jar pressure could vary so much for the same value of sealing 
torque. 
It should be noted that jar pressures for band B and lid A were 
slightly lower than those for band A and lid A and considerably lower 
for band C and lid A than for band A and lid A. This can be ac-
counted for by a difference in stiffness of the three bands. The bands 
had practically the same dimensions but as shown in table 1 their 
weights were different. Although the differences in weight and thick-
ness of bands and lids as shown in table 1 were not great, it was felt 
that the differences were enough to explain the jar pressures and vent-
ing exhibited in table 9. 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS INVOLVED IN THE LOSS OF 
LIQUID FROM JARS 
In order to learn of the physical conditions involved in the loss of 
liquid from a jar, a temperature-pressure-time relationship was de-
termined for the jar and cooker during processing. The experimental 
procedure for the test was discussed on page 9. The same jar that was 
used in the pressure-venting tests was used here. 
The temperature-pressure-time relationships and operating condi-
tions of the test are shown in chart 6. The slight dip in the cooker 
temperature curve at 20 minutes was caused by allowing the steam in 
the cooker to full y vent. It was discovered at this time that the cooker 
vent was partially closed during the heating period from O to 20 
minutes. The heavy vertical lines at 20, 29, 33.5, 48.6, 64, 84 and 86 
minutes designate times when changes were made in operating condi-
tions of the experiment as labeled on the chart. Data for jar pressure 
and temperature for the cooling period after the cooker lid was re-
moved are listed in table l 0. These data covered too much space when 
graphed, owing to the slow rate of cooling. 
The graphs in chart 6 can be used to explain the action that occurs 
in a jar during processing. The cooker and jar temperature curves 
show that the temperature of the water in the jar lagged behind the 
cooker temperature until the cooker began to cool slightly. From that 
point the jar temperature was higher than the cooker temperature. As 
the temperature of the jar increased, the headspace decreased until at 
246 .. 5° F. the headspace was only about 5 ml. In other words the 
liquid was now only slightly more than 0.16 cm. from the lid. From 
the test data it was known that 3.7 ml. of water was expelled from the 
jar sometime between the first venting at about 18 minutes and the 
final venting at 88 minutes. Although the exact time of liquid loss 
was unknown, the headspace curve is drawn as if 2 ml. were lost at 70 
M 
M 
TABLE 9.-Relalion of sealing torque to jar pressure.
Trial I 
Torque I · Venting range I Lid Band I Maximum I Minimum Comments Seal Break 
in.·lb. in.-lb. f1si /1si 
A-I A 40 2.0 0. 1 New lid. Question correctness of seal. Vented at 
depressed region on jar rim . z 
t'1 
2 A- I A Hanel 45 10.0 4 .5 Hanel sealed as tigh tly as possible. Vented at t:O :,, 
depressed region on jar rim . > 
3 A- 1 A 40 5 .25 l.5 Vented at depressed region on jar rim. ~ > 11 A-2 A 40 35 8.0 3.0 New lid. Inside of band greased. ~ 12 A-2 A 40 40 15.0 10.0 Lid not removed at tr ial 11. Second time lid Cl 
used. Band loosened and reset. Greased band. t'1 
13 A-2 A 40 40 14 .5 9.5 Lid removed and reset for test. Greased band. > :,, 
14 A-2 A 40 38 13.0 8.0 Grease wiped off band and jar. n ;i: 
23 A- I A 40 28 1.0 0.1 Sa me lid as test I. Diel not check to make sure l:d 
it was sealed at 40 inch-pound. c:: t"' 
24 A- 1 A 40 42 8.0 3.5 Sealing checked. t"' t'1 
30 A-3 A 30 30 1.0 0.1 New lid. First time used. .., z 
4 A- 1 B 40 43 6.25 5.0 Bearing point of band directly over jar rim de-
...... pression, ven ts at th is a rea for depressed p ortion O'> 
of band. "° 
15 A-2 )3 40 40 8.0 4.5 Greased band. 
16 A-2 )3 40 38 13.6 4.5 L id not removed at trial 15. Vented underneath 
band. Greased band. 
17 A-2 )3 40 39 13.5 4.5 ' Lid removed and reset for test. Greased band. 
18 A-2 )3 40 8 .5 3.5 Grease wiped off band and jar. Vented from top. 
31 A-3 B 30 30 1.0 0.1 Second time lid used . 
T rial 
5 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
32 
33 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
25 
26 
29 
27 
28 
Lid 
A- I 
A-2 
A -2 
A-2 
A-2 
A-3 
A-3 
B-1 
B-1 
B -1 
B -1 
B- 1 
C-1 
C-1 
C-3 
C -1 
C-2 
Band 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
A 
A 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
B 
C 
C 
TABLE 9.-Relation of sealing torque lo jar pressure.-Continued 
Torque Venting range 
Seal Break I Maximu1n Minimum 
in.-lb . 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
30 
30 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
,10 
40 
~o 
in.-lb . 
45 
47 
46 
45 
32 
35 
38 
20 
40 
38 
44 
43 
40 
25 
35 
/1si 
3.0 
5 .0 
3 r. .:, 
J.O 
0.9 
3.0 
2.0 
4.0 
6.25 
7.75 
5.5 
4.0 
17.5 
18.0 
16.0 
16.0 
6.5 
/1si 
0.75 
1.5 
0 .5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
l.O 
2.5 
3 r. 
.:, 
2.5 
3.0 
12.0 
7.0 
8.0 
11.0 
1.0 
Comments 
Vented at depressed region on jar rim . 
G reased 5and. 
Lid not removed at t ri a l 19. G reased band. 
Lid removed and rese t for test. Greased band. 
G rease wiped off band and jar. 
Third time lid used . 
Fourth time lid used. 
New lid. 
Ba nd seems to catch on jar when sealing and 
then re leases. Torque value may be in error. 
Sea l OK. First vent at depressed region of ja r 
rim . Second ven t directly opposite first. Th ird 
same as first. First good impression n oted on 
sealing compound. 
Venting from top of lid. 
None. 
New lid. Deep impression in compo und. Much 
d eepe r than A and B. 
Rapid venting at I 8 psi underneath band . Lid 
stuck to jar. 
New lid. L id stu ck tightly to jar. 
Same lid as in 26. L id stuck to ja r. 
New lid. Noticeable impression. 
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TABLE 10.-]ar temperature and pressure during cooling for the temperature-
pressure-time test . 
T ime J ar J ar T ime Jar J ar temperature pressure temperature pressure 
minutes o F . psi minutes o F. psi 
86 224 .5 8.5 147 142 .7 -4.91 
88 220.3 5.5 150 140.0 -5 .25 
90 2 15.7 5.3 153 137.3 -5.40 
93 2 10.0 4.5 156 134.7 -5.55 
96 205.3 3.3 159 132.3 -5.74 
99 200.0 2.4 162 130.3 -5 .89 
102 196.0 1.8 165 128.3 - 6.04 
105 192.0 0.9 170 125 .0 - 6.24 
108 187.0 0.0 175 122.0 -6 .38 
I ll 183.0 - 0.39 180 119.0 - 6.63 
114 179.0 - I .OS 190 11 3.7 - 6.88 
11 7 175 .0 - 1.62 200 109.0 - 7.12 
120 171.3 - 2.0 1 210 . 105.0 - 7.37 
123 167.0 - 2.55 * * * 
126 163 .7 - 2.95 280 86.0 -8 .01 
129 160.0 - 3.39 290 84.3 -8.10 
132 156.3 -3.68 300 83.0 -8.1 5 
135 153 .7 -3 .93 330 79.3 -8 .20 
138 15 1.0 -4 .17 360 77.0 -8.30 
14 1 148.0 -4.42 
144 145.3 -4.67 
"' T ime out for lunch. 
minutes and the remaining amount between 78 and 88 minutes. Large 
changes in differential pressures occurred at these times. 
To determine the jar pressure and the time for the first venting of 
the jar, the pressure that would occur in the jar from the b eginning 
of the heating p eriod in terms of water expa nsion, in itial h eadspace 
and sealing conditions was calcu la ted by using the relation 
(Pi-d1)V1 (P2-d2)V2 
In this equation P is total jar pressure, d is the vapor pressure of water 
at T , V is the volume of the h eadspace and T is the absolute tempera-
ture of the water in th e jar. The subscripts I and 2 denote the two 
states that are under consideration. It was assumed that the h ead-
space atmosphere was saturated with water vapor at the time of seal-
ing. This calculated pressure followed closely the jar pressure meas-
ured experimentally un til the pressure I 1.8 psi was reached. Venting 
first occurred at this point. The calculated jar pressure was extended 
beyond this point to show what th e jar pressure wou ld h ave been if 
the jar had not vented. A t 246° F. the jar would have atta ined a 
pressure of I 18.9 psi. 
The curve showing the difference between jar pressure and cooker 
pressure (differential pressure) does not indica te well in chart 6 the 
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CHART 7.-Differential pressure curve for period 18-86 minutes shown in chart 6. 
frequency of jar venting. The portion of this curve between 18 and 86 
minutes has been plotted to a larger pressure scale and is shown in 
chart 7. It should be noted that there were three large ventings and 
it is possible that most of the liquid was lost at the 70-minute vent 
since the water was close to the lid at this time. In any case, the liquid 
was lost by being pushed out of the jar and not because of boiling 
bubbles within the jar. Eater in the jar never boiled because the jar 
pressure was always greater than the cooker pressure. The last venting 
ceased at 88 minutes when the cooker lid was removed, and for the 
r emaining cooling period the jar was sealed. 
From these data a concept of what occurs in a jar during processing 
can be evolved. Temperature causes liquid and food in the jar to 
expand during processing. Expansion of the contents reduces the 
h eadspace, which in turn is one factor in increasing the jar pressure. 
T emp erature also increases the vapor pressure which added to the 
pressure caused by liquid expansion composes the total gauge pressure 
in the jar. The stiffness of the closure band and the initia l sealing 
torque determine the maximum jar pressure attained wh en the closure 
first vents and control all subsequent jar venting. This venting pre-
vents excessive pressure from building up in the jar. Since the jar 
pressure is always greater than the cooker pressure for sealed jars, the 
liquid in the jar will not boil and this in turn prevents agitation of 
the jar contents. For unsealed jars, the jar pressure and cooker pres-
sure ar e the same and in this case the liquid in the jar does boil. 
Because of the poor conduction of h eat through the jar, the tempera-
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ture of the jar contents lags behind the cooker temperature. This 
difference in temperature is an advantage during heating but it might 
be a disadvantage during cooling in case the differential pressure is 
low and the liquid in the jar begins to boil. Finally, during cooling, · 
the closure seals and the physical conditions at this time and the final 
temperature determine the vacuum attained in the jar. 
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